MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: PHASE 1A & PHASE 1B
* No activity at this level for this phase.
PHASE 1B

- No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1A & Phase 1B

PHASE 1A

PHASING LEGEND

- Renovation
- New Construction
- S平方

CIRCULATION

- Public Circulation
- Staff Circulation
- Guest Circulation
- Service Circulation

PHASE 1B

BOKApowell: JPS Health Network Strategic Facilities Utilization Plan
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1A & Phase 1B

PHASE 1B

PHASING LEGEND

CIRCULATION

M12, PRISONERS ROOMS
EXPANSION (18 TOTAL BEDS)

M12a, PRISONERS IP RENOVATION
/ POLICE RENOVATION

OLD PT(RELOCIATED)

M13, RENOVATE OLD URGENT
CARE/OLD SOCIAL WORK/PARTIAL
OLD PT FOR FAMILY MEDICINE
(+50 EXAM ROOMS)

M12a, PRISONERS IP RENOVATION
/ POLICE RENOVATION

OLD PT(RELOCIATED)

M13, RENOVATE OLD URGENT
CARE/OLD SOCIAL WORK/PARTIAL
OLD PT FOR FAMILY MEDICINE
(+50 EXAM ROOMS)

M12, PRISONERS ROOMS
EXPANSION (18 TOTAL BEDS)

M12a, PRISONERS IP RENOVATION
/ POLICE RENOVATION

OLD PT(RELOCIATED)

M13, RENOVATE OLD URGENT
CARE/OLD SOCIAL WORK/PARTIAL
OLD PT FOR FAMILY MEDICINE
(+50 EXAM ROOMS)

M12, PRISONERS ROOMS
EXPANSION (18 TOTAL BEDS)

M12a, PRISONERS IP RENOVATION
/ POLICE RENOVATION

OLD PT(RELOCIATED)

M13, RENOVATE OLD URGENT
CARE/OLD SOCIAL WORK/PARTIAL
OLD PT FOR FAMILY MEDICINE
(+50 EXAM ROOMS)

M12, PRISONERS ROOMS
EXPANSION (18 TOTAL BEDS)

M12a, PRISONERS IP RENOVATION
/ POLICE RENOVATION

OLD PT(RELOCIATED)

M13, RENOVATE OLD URGENT
CARE/OLD SOCIAL WORK/PARTIAL
OLD PT FOR FAMILY MEDICINE
(+50 EXAM ROOMS)
PHASE 1B

PHASING LEGEND
- INNOVATION
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- PHASE INSTRUCTION
-phased
- PHASE/DISON

M14: FIT OUT OLD ORTHO CLINIC FOR OTHER SURGICAL SPECIALTY CLINIC (+12 EXAM ROOMS)
2100 SF
* No activity at this level for this phase.
PHASE 1B

* No activity at this level for this phase.

MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1A & Phase 1B

JPS MAIN LEVEL 5 - PATIENT CARE PAVILION LEVEL 4

PHASING LEGEND
- INNOVATION
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- SERVICE ENTRANCE
- BID RFP
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- PHASE 2
- PHASE 3

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- BID ELEVATOR
- PUBLIC ENTRANCE
- SERVICE ENTRANCE
PHASING LEGEND
- INNOVATION
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- CURRENT INSTRUCTION
- DEMOLISHED
- SHARED SPACE

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC CIRCULATION
- STAFF CIRCULATION
- RISES CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- SERVICE ELEVATOR
- SERVICE ENTRANCE

BOKAPowell: JPS Health Network Strategic Facilities Utilization Plan
* No activity at this level for this phase.

MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1A & Phase 1B

PHASE 1B

JPS MAIN LEVEL 6 - PATIENT CARE PAVILION LEVEL 5

PHASING LEGEND

CIRCULATION

PUBLIC ELEVATOR
STAFF ELEVATOR
HOVE ELEVATOR
PUBLIC ENTRANCE
SERVICE ENTRANCE
No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1A & Phase 1B

PHASE 1A

PHASING LEGEND
- INNOVATION
- NOW CONSTRUCTION
- EXIST CONSTRUCTION
- PLANNED
- TERMINAL

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- BREEZ ELEVATOR
- PUBLIC ENTRANCE
- SERVICE ENTRANCE

BOKA Powell: JPS Health Network Strategic Facilities Utilization Plan
No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1A & Phase 1B

PHASE 1A

PHASING LEGEND
- INITIATION
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- ULTIMATE INSTRUCTION
- EXISTING
- REMOVED
- NEW SPACE

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC CIRCULATION
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- RISED ELEVATOR
- PUBLIC ENTRANCE
- SERVICE ENTRANCE

JPS MAIN LEVEL 9
PHASE 1B

* No activity at this level for this phase.
* No activity at this level for this phase.
* No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: PHASE 1B & PHASE 2
No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

PHASE 2

ACADEMIC EXPANSION

DOCTORS OFFICES
(RELOCATE TO OLD NICU LEVEL 2, REFER TO M18)

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- VICE ELEVATOR
- PUBLIC KINGDOM
- SERVICE ENTRANCE

PHASING LEGEND
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- ALTERING INSTRUCTION
- RENOVATION
- MARKED PLANNED

JPS MAIN LOWER LEVEL - PATIENT CARE PAVILION LOWER LEVEL
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

PHASE 1B

PHASING LEGEND
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- O/U
- EXISTING
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- CHANGED FUNCTION
- CIRCULATION
- M18: FIT OUT OLD ORTHO CLINIC FOR OTHER SURGICAL SPECIALTY CLINIC (+12 EXAM ROOMS)

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- SERVICE ELEVATOR
- SERVICE ENTRANCE

BOKA Powell: JPS Health Network Strategic Facilities Utilization Plan
No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

PHASE 2

JPS MAIN LEVEL 3 - PATIENT CARE PAVILION LEVEL 2

Appendix 195
* No activity at this level for this phase.
PHASE 1B

* No activity at this level for this phase.
* No activity at this level for this phase.
* No activity at this level for this phase.
PHASE 2

No activity at this level for this phase.

PHASING LEGEND

INNOVATION
NEW CONSTRUCTION
EXISTING INSTRUCTION
DELETED
MIXED

CIRCULATION

PUBLIC ELEVATOR
STAFF ELEVATOR
MIXED ELEVATOR
PUBLIC ORANGE
SERVICE ENTRANCE
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

PHASE 1B

PHASING LEGEND

- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- PREVIOUS PHASING
- PLANNED
- EXISTING

CIRCULATION

- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- MIXED ELEVATOR

* No activity at this level for this phase.
PHASE 2

No activity at this level for this phase.

PHASING LEGEND

- INNOVATION
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- VACANT INTERVENTION
- ENCLOSED
- DEMOLISHED

CIRCULATION

- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- RISED ELEVATOR
- PUBLIC ENTRANCE

MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

JPS MAIN LEVEL 7 - PATIENT CARE PAVILION LEVEL 6

Appendix 203
No activity at this level for this phase.
No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

PHASE 1B

PHASING LEGEND

CHANGE IN FUNCTION

CIRCULATION

* No activity at this level for this phase.
* No activity at this level for this phase.
MAIN CAMPUS FLOOR PLANS: Phase 1B & Phase 2

PHASE 1B

* No activity at this level for this phase.

PHASING LEGEND
- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- EXISTING CONSTRUCTION
- PROPOSED
- DOWNSIZE

CIRCULATION
- PUBLIC ELEVATOR
- STAFF ELEVATOR
- SERVICE ELEVATOR
- PUBLIC ENTRANCE
- SERVICE ENTRANCE

BOKAPowell: JPS Health Network Strategic Facilities Utilization Plan
* No activity at this level for this phase.
* No activity at this level for this phase.
No activity at this level for this phase.